1. Introduction

In recent years, there has been an increasing interest on the part of various specialists to languages and technologies of programming of systems of logic control over industrial sites. With increasing level of automation of industrial sites, requirements for quality of software of logical control systems are becoming increasingly high. Nowadays, in industrial logic control systems, the basic element is the programmable logic controller (PLC). PLC is a universal microprocessor device. PLC is designed to operate in real-time mode under production conditions. At present, there are a great number of industrial controllers of different manufacturers in the market.

For standardization of a large number of variants, in 1993, the International Electrotechnical Commission issued the standard IEC 61131-3, which describes language means of programming industrial controllers. The standard includes three graphical and two text languages [1]:

- SFC (Sequential Function Chart) is the graphical language that allows description of the control algorithm in the form of a set of pairs of steps and transitions;
- LD (Ladder Diagram) is the language of ladder diagrams, graphical language, constructed on the principles of relay-contact schemes;
- FBD (Function Block Diagram) is the graphical language of functional units;
- ST (Structured Text) is the high-level text language with Pascal-like syntax;
- IL (Instruction List) is a low-level text language, representing a simplified assembler for problems of logical tasks.

When creating IEC 61131-3 standard, developers described existing at that time popular PLC programming languages. As early as then, it was clear that PLC programming languages should be simple and visual for engineers-technologists to be able to create control programs themselves. Nowadays, however, professional programmers are involved in creation of PLC control programs [2, 3]. When implementing the logic control algorithm, a programmer creates a program code in the language of the standard in a specialized environment. The program code remained “closed” for understanding and verification for an engineer-technologist, who is the most competent expert in the subject area of the automated process, but does not have knowledge of languages programming.
Thus, today there is a need to involve engineers-technologists, who are the most competent experts in the field of automated technological process, in the process of development of logical control programs. An urgent task is to create and explore new technological linguistic means and unconventional approaches to programming logical control problems.

2. Literature review and problem statement

While developing programs, professional programmers in most cases use particular approaches to writing a code that depend on subjective experience and preferences of a particular developer. It should be noted that, given the specific subject area, development and program implementation of algorithms of logic control over technological sites is a separate trend of modern programming [4]. Development of logical control systems implies a problem-oriented approach with close involvement of engineers-technologists, who are experts in the field the automated process, at all stages of life cycle of the created software [5].

Today, the most common linguistic means of creation of control systems software is the set of languages of IEC 61131-3 [6]. Each of the five languages of the standard focuses on one specific area of problems of logical control. When describing the complex control algorithms, programmers are forced to use several languages of IEC 61131-3 standard in one project. In such a program, a part of the algorithm is described in the same programming language, and the rest of the programs are described in another programming language. Many experts point out obvious shortcomings of using the languages of the standard, “closeness” for understanding and using these languages for engineers-technologists [8]. That is why there appear different works that describe PLC programming languages that are alternative to the standard. The ideas of using a universal visual language of UML modeling to create logical control programs are described [9]. Another trend is adaptation of universal text programming languages to problems of logical control [10]. However, the use of universal programming languages and modeling is accessible only for professional programmers. It is offered to use the method of automatic generation of the program code in standard PLC programming languages for mathematical models, such as from the mathematical package MathCAD [11]. In addition, a variety of specialized modeling languages for solving a certain class of automation tasks are proposed [12].

However, a programming error in the logic of control over a complex technological site can lead not only to serious material losses, but also create an emergency situation threatening health and lives of people.

Since the advent of the first industrial controllers, various experts pointed out the need to create visual problem-oriented languages. These languages should be simple and should be able to describe the algorithm of logic control in terms of technological process alone [13]. Such an approach will allow engineers-technologists themselves to create and edit control programs. For example, at the end of the 1980-s, within the framework of the project “Buran”, development of graphic programming language DRAGON (Friendly Russian Algorithmic language that will Provide Visibility) was being carried out. The main task of developers was to create a single universal programming language that due to its visibility and availability was to replace specialized languages of the project. “DRAGON” language designers created it as a universally accessible visual language that was intended to describe the structure of human activity and programming in particular. This language was also designed to visualize and formalize knowledge for designing and modeling of systems and to be used in the learning process, etc. The main requirement for the visual language “DRAGON” was to improve comprehension of graphical representation of algorithms (dragon-schemes) for human visual perception [14]. All other requirements were considered less important, though they did not lose their relevance.

In the 90-s, in Kharkov Institute of VSRITElectromach, there were developed and put into production at many enterprises of the former USSR the logical control automatic machines of parallel action (LCAPA); while using them for formalization of control algorithms, it was proposed to apply tabular technology cyclograms (Fig. 1).

![Fig. 1. Example of control algorithm in the form of a table of technological cyclogram](image-url)
This language was called "language of parallel logic controllers" (LPLC) [15]. Description of the control algorithm in the form of tables of a cyclogram was simple, visual and readable for engineers-technologists. Thus, engineers-technologists created a control program in this tabular language, checked the control algorithm and eliminated logic errors in the program. When creating a tabular language LPLC, the main requirement was also comprehensibility of tabular representation of the control algorithm in the form of a cyclogram of visual perception by an engineer-technologist [16].

At present, to attract specialists from different subject areas to solving applied tasks, the approach, based on creation and use of problem-oriented languages in the process of program designing, is being developed [17]. Lots of problem-oriented languages for creation of programs in the field of management of databases, finance, mathematical packages and other problems are currently used in practice. To attract engineers-technologists to development of control systems based on the standard PLC, it is also proposed to use a variety of subject-oriented languages for description of technological algorithms [18].

Thus, it would be appropriate in the context of the problem-oriented approach to use the tabular language of technological cyclograms for various microelectronic means of logic control as a language of formalization of the control algorithm. A technological cyclogram is visual, its concepts and terminology comply with automated technological process, due to which it can be used by different professionals at different stages of the life cycle of a logical control system. However, for implementation of possibility of programming different industrial controllers directly by a tabular cyclogram, it is essential to explore the requirements for specialized instrumental environment of visual programming and for the method of integration with existing PLC programming packages in standard programming languages.

3. The aim and objectives of the study

The main aim of preset research is to improve the quality of logical control programs for different industrial controllers by using the problem-based tabular language of technological cyclograms as a programming language.

To accomplish the set goal, it is necessary to solve the following problems:

- to develop the problem-oriented language of programming of means of logic control and technology and its applications;
- to develop requirements for environment of programming of logic controllers with the use of the proposed problem-oriented technological language;
- to explore the proposed means of programming in tasks of creation of programs of logical control of technological equipment.

4. Development of technological visual programming

4. 1. Creation of a problem-oriented language based on tabular cyclograms

Software development within the problem-oriented approach at the first stage implies description of the control model in the problem-oriented language, which specializes in a specific subject area and does not depend on specific software and hardware. Then the debugged control model is automatically converted into a real code in a standard language.

With development of microprocessor technology and applied information technologies as a programmer of modern PLC, the use of a personal computer started.

Today, manufacturers of microprocessor PLC offer for their controllers either branded SoftLogic – programming systems or integration of their controllers with third-party SoftLogic systems. In these instrumental systems, a developer can create a control program in the languages of IEC 61131-3 standards, compile a project into a machine code and directly download the compiled code in an industrial controller. Thus, it is advisable to use standard PLC programming languages as implementation languages. Automatically generated by the problem-oriented model, a control program in the language of the standard can be compiled and uploaded in a specific PLC model with the help of the existing SoftLogic-system.

The proposed technological visual programming was implemented within the rules and concepts of problem-oriented programming, involving creation of software abstractions of the solved problem, which are called domain models [19, 20]. Even in the middle of the last century, various experts indicated visibility and convenience of describing complex situations in the tabular form while analyzing a solved problem, and the possible use of tables of solutions directly as a programming language [21–23]. Thus, it is appropriate to use the improved tabular language of cyclograms as a problem-oriented language. Technological cyclogram meets the necessary requirements of clarity, simplicity, accessibility for understanding of engineering personnel. An engineer-technologist will be able to formalize the whole algorithm of logical control directly in the proposed tabular language. The basic concept of programming with the help of the cyclogram language is the "state" of the controlling machine. The reaction of the controlling machine to the input influence will depend on which line of a cyclogram control is (Fig. 2).

![Fig. 2. Formalization of logic of controlling machine in the form of tables of cyclogram language](image_url)

When constructing a cyclogram, a developer operates input, output and internal variables. Input and output variables are Boolean vectors. Input variables are state of inputs of the controller, i. e. states of the controlled object and the environment. Output variables are states of outputs of the controller, that is the generated control commands. The program consists
of the descriptive and the operator parts. The descriptive
part includes the link of the program elements to the control
object. The operator part includes a tabular record of a cyclo-
gram of operation of technological aggregate. The operator
part is a sequence of lines, each of which is a logic operator.

4.2. Technology of creation of control programs in the
language of tabular cyclograms
Technological visual programming technology in prac-
tice is implemented by:
1) creation of a visual object-oriented language of for-
malization of the logical control algorithm (for example,
different variations of the tabular language of technological
cyclograms);
2) development of the specialized programming envi-
riment for the problem-oriented language with powerful
visual capabilities (tabular cyclogram editor, etc.);
3) development of the program analyzer in the created
problem-oriented language;
4) development of the rules of translation (program code
generation) of the tabular cyclogram into program code in
the standard language of the selected hardware platform.

Within the framework of the proposed TVP-programming,
the tabular language of technological cyclograms, which allows
visual description of control logic in terms of technological
process, was used as the language of formalization of the control
algorithm. The program is created as a set of tables in a spe-
cialized table editor. A set of software elements and structures
of the tabular cyclogram language can be different. But it is
necessary to develop the rules for analysis of a cyclogram and
translation into a program code in a standard programming
language for each variant of the tabular cyclogram language.

For implementation of the proposed approach to pro-
gramming of means of logic control in practice, it is nec-
essary to create a specialized programming environment,
which should include the following subsystems:

– a subsystem of input of project variables (input, out-
put, internal variables, counters, timers, etc.), tasks from
the list of subprograms of a cyclogram depending on the
implemented algorithm;
– a cyclogram table editor that makes it possible, operat-
ing a list of project variables, to describe control logic in
the form of lines of cyclogram tables;
– an error-control subsystem of control program in the
form of cyclogram tables;
– a virtual logical controller that allows emulation of op-
eration of the controlling machine depending on cyclogram
tables (which allows checking in the emulation mode what
output impacts will be formed depending on the test sequence
of incoming vectors);
– a set of specialized translators into standard IEC 61131-3
languages, which make it pos-
sible to automatically transform control logic in the form of
tables of the debugged cyclogram into a program code into
standard PLC language;
– a specialized translator, which generates description of
a controlling digital device in the hardware description
language (for example, full HDL-description of the logical
control automatic machine of parallel action) by cyclogram
tables and the selected HDL-pattern.

4.3. Creation of a specialized programming system in
language of tabular cyclograms
With the proposed approach, a personal computer with
the developed programming environment in the language of
technological cyclograms immediately becomes a device of
programming of microelectronic means of logic control. In
technological visual programming, an engineer-technologist
himself describes the logic control algorithm in a tabular
form. Programming of discrete systems of logic control is
formalization of a sequence of logical equations. When creat-
ing control programs, a developer operates logical variables
that are connected with discrete inputs-outputs of the con-
troller. Programming in the tabular cyclogram implies that
for each of the expected set of input and internal variables,
control command is formalized as a set of states of output
discrete variables. Thus, a mandatory part of programming
TVP-environment is the module of link of cyclogram vari-
ables to specific physical inputs-outputs of the industrial
controller (Fig. 3). Operating given variables of the project,
a developer describes control logic in the tabular language of
cyclogram lines. To have a possibility to verify control logic without uploading the
program to the hardware controller, TVP-environment must
contain module “Virtual controller”. This module should
make it possible to perform a cyclogram in the emulation
mode in TVP-environment, that is, to offer the possibility to
generate a sequence of input vectors and verify implemented
control.

Fig. 3. Structure of TVP-environment of programming of industrial logic controllers
Created and debugged control program in the form of a cyclogram is automatically translated into the program code in the language of implementation for the selected hardware of logic control. Since PLC is a standard microprocessor device with the system software, built-in by a manufacturer, application control program in IEC 61131-3 language contains only control logic. That is why a completely applied control program in one of five languages can be obtained by a debugged cyclogram. For this, TVP-environment should be composed of a set of translators of a cyclogram into a program code for each language of IEC 61131-3 standard. Translation includes an analysis of the variables of a project and all cyclogram tables and subsequent synthesis – generation of a complete code of the equivalent program in the selected language of implementation. During cyclogram processing, a translator must find out whether the generated cyclogram is incorrect by any rule. If the generated cyclogram is incorrect, a detailed message is given to a developer. If a cyclogram is correct, it is necessary to generate by translation rules the original code in the implementation language on all the lines in the cyclogram tables. For example, ST language is a standardized text language that is similar to the Pascal language. A logical equation in this language is a conditional operator “IF”, which lists the logical variables involved in this equation. If the condition of the operator “IF” becomes equal to “TRUE”, a set of operations of section “THEN” is fulfilled. Thus, one logical operator of the program in ST language corresponds to one line of the cyclogram table. If a variable is used in the left side of a cyclogram’s line (expected event), the check of this variable gets into the condition of operator “IF”. If a variable is used in the right side of the cyclogram’s line (generated control order), a change in the value of this variable gets in section “THEN” of the same conditional operator in ST language (Fig. 4).

Automatically generated code without modifications is loaded by a developer of the standard programming environment of the selected hardware, from where the connected industrial controller is programmed.

One of the first attempts of the authors to implement the system of programming PLD-controller using the language of technological cyclograms was a simple environment of programming in LPLC-M language. This system made it possible to generate a program code in AHDL language of hardware description, describing the machine of parallel action for controlling the railway crossing, using the cyclogram table for automatic system of controlling railway crossings. Then, the editor of simple one-table cyclograms and the translator of these cyclograms into the program code in corporative STL language of industrial controllers of Festo company was created. Within the framework of this work, we studied requirements for the universal TVP programming environment, which will make it possible in the tabular problem-oriented language Cyclograf, operating variables of a project, to describe different control algorithms, in the stepwise emulation mode to debug control logic in TVP-environment itself, and to work out sequentially a set of input vectors in emulation mode. After creating and debugging control logic in TVP programming environment, a developer selects a specific model of the industrial controller (microprocessor PLC, industrial PLD-controller) and a standard implementation language, available for this model. A set of specialized translators of TVP-environment automatically generates a complete program code by the created cyclogram (and by a selected template of a digital device). To implement the proposed approach in practice, the specialized table programming environment and the sub-system of modeling of control algorithm “Virtual controller” were created (Fig. 5).

The translator into the program code in ST language of the international IEC 61131-3 standard was created as a part of the developed programming environment.

A key challenge that was solved when creating TVP-technology was development of effective visual programming language, oriented to a user, not having software development skills. When creating this programming method, the authors set for themselves minimum and maximum tasks. To solve the minimum task, it was necessary to provide an
accessible level of programming code visibility for an engineer-technologist who has no professional skills in the field of informatics and programming languages. To solve the maximum problem, it is necessary to exclude a programmer from the technological process of preparation of controlling programs altogether and pass over the software development directly to an engineer-technologist, providing him with respective tools.

Fig. 5. Environment for programming logic control in the language of cyclograms: a — table editor of subprograms of a cyclogram; b — module “virtual controller”

5. Practical example of application of technological visual programming technology

Let us consider an example of creating a program of logic control in the form of a technological cyclogram that implements the algorithm of control over an industrial robot, which serves two sections of the technological line (Fig. 6). The robot under consideration is portal and moves around the rectangular coordinate system: the first direction of its motion is along the axis of the portal (right/left), the second direction of its motion is perpendicular to the axis of the portal (lowering/lifting of the gripper).

On the first and the second sections of the production line, at the first level of the hierarchy, control of separate technological units (TU) is performed using local control systems (LCS). Each technological unit has load position “L” and unload position “U”, at which existence of workpieces is controlled by position sensors SQ13–SQ20. An industrial robot performs transferring of workpieces from the unload position of the first or the second section to the load positions of the first or the second section. The state of the gripper is controlled by sensors SQ1 (gripper is released) and SQ2 (gripper is contracted). Vertical position of the gripper is controlled by SQ3 sensors (gripper is in the upper position) and SQ4 (gripper is in the lower position). Horizontal position of the gripper on the portal is controlled by sensors SQ5 (gripper is in load position TU1), SQ6 (gripper is in unload position TU1) and similarly by SQ7–SQ12.

Algorithm, describing control of the robot for transferring the workpiece from unload position TU1 to load position TU3, is presented in Fig. 7.
The algorithm of workpiece transfer by an industrial robot is a strict sequence of actions. First, it is checked if the required load position is free and if there is a workpiece in the unload position. Then the gripper is lifted in the upper position and moved to the required unload position. After moving to the desired position, the gripper is released, lowered and contracted. Thus, the transferred workpiece is grasped by the gripper. Then the gripper is lifted and moved to the required load position. After being moved to the desired position, the gripper is lowered and released, that is the workpiece has been transferred to the load position. After that, the gripper is lifted.

Engineers-technologists as the most qualified experts in the field of automated industrial facilities are involved in the process of development of the control algorithm. With the traditional approach to creation of control software, the created technological algorithm is passed over to a programmer, who, based on his knowledge in the field of programming languages and his personal preferences, creates a program code in the selected standard language. Described by a professional programmer, the algorithm of control of the motion of an industrial robot in a graphic language of relay-contact LD symbols will visually represent the electric circuit with open and closed contacts. The same control algorithm, implemented as a program code in the text programming language ST, will represent a large amount of a text code, similar to the program code in the Pascal language. Thus, the quality of the manually generated program code and correctness of implementation of the technological algorithm in it depend completely on competencies of a programmer, his complete understanding of details of the process. Created control program in a standard language is not accessible for checking and verification to an engineer-technologist as the most competent specialist in the field of the automated technological process.

Within the proposed TVP-technology, the control algorithm is formalized in a specialized editor in the form of tables of a technological cyclogram. The above sequence of robot’s actions algorithm for transferring a workpiece is represented in the cyclogram as a sequence of lines in a table, where each line is a logical equation. In the left part of the line, a user formalizes a logical condition, and in the right part – an action that is performed (Fig. 8).

The presented table cyclogram fully describes the technological control algorithm. When creating a control program in a tabular cyclogram language, a developer operates with exceptionally technological terms. A cyclogram is clear, visual and psychologically natural for engineers-technologists, which enables them to participate in development and verification of programs of logical control.

In accordance with the above technological visual programming technology, the created and debugged tabular cyclogram is automatically translated by the specialized translator into the program code in one of the languages of the standard. Without changes, the text, generated by the program is uploaded into the selected PLC model with the help of SoftLogic programs. Unlike the traditional approach, the control program in the form of tables of a cyclogram can be used by a variety of specialists for understanding the technological algorithm at the stages of launch-adjusting operations, modernization of a control system, as technical documentation, etc.

6. Discussion of results of development and research into technological visual programming of problems of logic control

Tabular language of cyclograms as a programming language for industrial controllers with parallel architecture was described in [17]. Today, however, for a wide usage of the tabular language of technological cyclograms for programming of industrial controllers in various automation tasks, it is necessary to develop a specialized programming environment and a set of specialized translators of the created cyclogram into the program code in the standard languages.
The vast majority of microprocessor PLC are programmed in languages of the IEC 61131-3 standard. That is why creation of a set of translators in five different languages of the standard within the proposed TVP-environment allows programming a large set of different PLC using the tabular language of technological cyclograms. In the context of the proposed problem-oriented approach, the tabular language of cyclograms is the language of description of the model of logic control, and standard programming languages of industrial controllers are languages of implementation of this model on the specific hardware platform of logic control. Existence of the model of emulation of implementation of the created cyclogram “Virtual controller” in the TVP-environment allows debugging control logic in TVP-environment at early stages of development when it is not yet known what hardware device will be selected as a controlling machine. The existence in TVP-environment of an extensible library of templates of digital devices of logic control and rules of template generation of the program code in languages for description of hardware on a technological cyclogram allows engineers-technologists to program industrial PLD-controller for a variety of control tasks. The proposed approach at all stages of the life cycle of the software of the automated control system allows us by the modified technological cyclogram to obtain a complete program code for specific hardware device of control, or without big labor to replace one model of the industrial controller with another (replace the PLC, which is programmable only in one language, with the PLC, which is programmed in another language of the standard, to replace microprocessor PLC with the industrial PLD-controller and vice versa). Thus, TVP programming environment allows involvement of engineers-technologists as the most knowledgeable experts in the field of automated technological process into the process of development and modernization of control programs.

However, the shortcoming of this approach is the need to develop a specialized powerful visual table editor. Each version of the language of technological cyclograms must have its table editor, unlike universal text languages, the program code of which can be edited in any text editor. It should also be noted that IEC 61131-3 standard describes only appearance and syntax of graphical languages (LD, FBD, and SFC), but does not describe the format of program files storage. Therefore, if the format of storage of the graphic programs of a specific SoftLogic-system is “closed” by its developer, the control program in a graphic language, automatically generated by TVP-environment, is not transferrable to this SoftLogic-system of PLC programming (it will be necessary to type it in).

The control program in the language of technological cyclograms is simple, visual and easy to understand and modify for engineering staff. In practice, cyclograms successfully describe some classes of automation tasks (different cyclic industrial robots, coiling machines, packaging automatic machines, railway automation subsystem, etc.). However, unlike text programming languages and multi-lingual programming languages (one software PLC project can include different languages of IEC 61131-3 standard), strictly formalized tabular form of a technological cyclogram is not so flexible and universal. Thus, it would be worthwhile studying what classes of industrial automation problems are possible to program using tables of technological cyclogram and what set of programming constructions of cyclograms is required for each class of problems. Related studies would offer an opportunity to develop a variety of tabular languages for different automation tasks and create a fully functional environment for programming industrial controllers with the help of technological cyclograms. An important area for further research is also identification of the zones for rational use of the language of technological cyclograms within TVP-technology in comparison with the existing traditional approach to logic control programming.

7. Conclusions

1. In the framework of the proposed technological visual programming of different industrial controllers, we developed a tabular language of technological cyclograms, which is the continuation of the programming language for logical controlling machines of parallel action. It is also proposed to use the tabular language of cyclograms as a problem-oriented language of the logical control model. The language of technological cyclograms is hardware-independent language of formalization of the control algorithm. When specifying control logic in the form of tables of a cyclogram, a user operates exclusively with the terms of the technological process and does not take into account what microelectronic control device will be used. Under the proposed TVP-programming, a complete program code in the selected standard language of implementation is automatically generated by the created and debugged implemented control model in the form of a cyclogram. By the same technological cyclogram at any stage of the life cycle of control system software, it is possible to generate a control program both in the programming text language PLC, or in the graphic language PLC, as well as complete description of a digital device of logic control in the hardware description language by the selected HDL-template (for example, description of a logical controlling machine of parallel action of increased reliability).

2. The composition of specialized environment for programming various industrial automation tasks with the use of the language of technological cyclograms was proposed and substantiated. TVP programming environment should include a tabular editor of different variants of cyclogram tables, the module of links of inputs-outputs of the controller and editing variables of the project, a set of specialized translators into standard programming languages of IEC 61131-3, an extensible library of HDL-templates of digital logic control devices and rules of template generation of description of a digital device on a technological cyclogram, the “Virtual controller” module for emulation of the control model, formalized in a tabular cyclogram, in TVP implementation environment. The control program in the form of the tables of technological cyclograms can be widely used at stages of launch-adjusting works, maintenance and modernization of the control systems, and as technical documentation.

3. The rules of algorithmically equivalent transformation of a technological cyclogram into a program code in the standard implementation languages were developed. In the created information environment of TVP-programming with the use of a practical example of programming of a pick-and-place robot, the possibility to formalize the control logic in the form of a language of technological cyclograms was shown.
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